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Middle Way Philosophy Robert M. Ellis 2015-07-09 "A departure at right angles to thinking in the modern Western world. An important, original work, that should get the widest
possible hearing" (Iain McGilchrist, author of The Master and his Emissary) Middle Way Philosophy is not about compromise, but about the avoidance of dogma and the
integration of conflicting assumptions. To rely on experience as our guide, we need to avoid the interpretation of experience through unnecessary dogmas. Drawing on a range of
influences in Buddhist practice, Western philosophy and psychology, Middle Way Philosophy questions alike the assumptions of scientific naturalism, religious revelation and
political absolutism, trying to separate what addresses experience in these doctrines from what is merely assumed. This Omnibus edition of Middle Way Philosophy includes all
four of the volumes previously published separately: 1. The Path of Objectivity, 2. The Integration of Desire, 3. The Integration of Meaning, and 4. The Integration of Belief.
Becoming a Can-Do Leader Frank Satterthwaite 2016-11-02 Manage without giving up the work you love and discover the leader within. Conventional management thinking says
that to manage effectively you must delegate. It implies that managers fall into a dangerous trap when they continue to perform tasks they love from a previous role. And it says
that to not “let go” is to give in to a controlling tendency that robs staff of development opportunities. But not everyone agrees. Today’s increasingly knowledge-driven, costcompetitive work world is changing the way management gets done. More and more, people in management roles are becoming can-do leaders who must continue to practice their
specialty while managing and developing the skills of others. But this group has had few guidelines to follow—until now. In Becoming a Can-Do Leader, executive coaches Frank
Satterthwaite and Jamie Millard say it’s time that management thinking catches up with reality. Their extensive experience training and coaching player-managers at all levels
has shown that successful managers both delegate and do. Whether you’re trying to survive your first promotion or coaching executives who yearn to keep up with their field,
essential guidelines for can-do leadership are inside this book. You’ll find workplace examples that ring true, as well as unique strategies and tools that both help you identify
your values and provide insight into your natural leadership style. Don’t let your knowledge and skills decline by stepping completely out of the professional picture. It’s time to
get productively and selectively involved in the work, enabling you to manage more effectively and keep up with important advances in your field—all while developing and leading
your team to success. Discover how to work strategically with staff while continuing to grow expertise in your profession. That’s can-do leadership.
Thinking, Fast and Slow Daniel Kahneman 2011-10-25 Major New York Times bestseller Winner of the National Academy of Sciences Best Book Award in 2012 Selected by the
New York Times Book Review as one of the ten best books of 2011 A Globe and Mail Best Books of the Year 2011 Title One of The Economist's 2011 Books of the Year One of The
Wall Street Journal's Best Nonfiction Books of the Year 2011 2013 Presidential Medal of Freedom Recipient Kahneman's work with Amos Tversky is the subject of Michael Lewis's
The Undoing Project: A Friendship That Changed Our Minds In the international bestseller, Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman, the renowned psychologist and winner of
the Nobel Prize in Economics, takes us on a groundbreaking tour of the mind and explains the two systems that drive the way we think. System 1 is fast, intuitive, and emotional;
System 2 is slower, more deliberative, and more logical. The impact of overconfidence on corporate strategies, the difficulties of predicting what will make us happy in the future,
the profound effect of cognitive biases on everything from playing the stock market to planning our next vacation—each of these can be understood only by knowing how the two
systems shape our judgments and decisions. Engaging the reader in a lively conversation about how we think, Kahneman reveals where we can and cannot trust our intuitions and
how we can tap into the benefits of slow thinking. He offers practical and enlightening insights into how choices are made in both our business and our personal lives—and how we
can use different techniques to guard against the mental glitches that often get us into trouble. Winner of the National Academy of Sciences Best Book Award and the Los Angeles
Times Book Prize and selected by The New York Times Book Review as one of the ten best books of 2011, Thinking, Fast and Slow is destined to be a classic.
Artefacts of Legal Inquiry Maksymilian Del Mar 2020-02-20 What is the value of fictions, metaphors, figures and scenarios in adjudication? This book develops three models to
help answer that question: inquiry, artefacts and imagination. Legal language, it is argued, contains artefacts – forms that signal their own artifice and call upon us to do things
with them. To imagine, in turn, is to enter a distinctive epistemic frame where we temporarily suspend certain epistemic norms and commitments and participate actively along a
spectrum of affective, sensory and kinesic involvement. The book argues that artefacts and related processes of imagination are valuable insofar as they enable inquiry in
adjudication, ie the social (interactive and collective) process of making insight into what values, vulnerabilities and interests might be at stake in a case and in similar cases in the
future. Artefacts of Legal Inquiry is structured in two parts, with the first offering an account of the three models of inquiry, artefacts and imagination, and the second examining
four case studies (fictions, metaphors, figures and scenarios). Drawing on a broad range of theoretical traditions – including philosophy of imagination and emotion, the theory
and history of rhetoric, and the cognitive humanities – this book offers an interdisciplinary defence of the importance of artefactual language and imagination in adjudication.
Don't Burn This Book Dave Rubin 2020-04-28 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'Topical, engaging, personable, and above all, reassuring' Dr. Jordan B. Peterson From
host of The Rubin Report, the most-watched talk show about free speech and big ideas on YouTube right now, a roadmap for free thinking in an increasingly censored world. The
left is no longer liberal. Once on the side of free speech and tolerance, progressives now ban speakers from college campuses, "cancel" people who aren't up to date on the latest
genders, and force religious people to violate their conscience. They have abandoned the battle of ideas and have begun fighting a battle of feelings. This uncomfortable truth has
turned moderates and true liberals into the politically homeless class. Dave Rubin launched his political talk show The Rubin Report in 2015 as a meeting ground for free thinkers
who realize that partisan politics is a dead end. He hosts people he both agrees and disagrees with--including those who have been dismissed, deplatformed, and despised--taking
on the most controversial issues of our day. As a result, he's become a voice of reason in a time of madness. Now, Rubin gives you the tools you need to think for yourself in an age
when tribal outrage is the only available alternative. Based on his own story as well as his experiences from the front lines of the free speech wars, this book will empower you to
make up your own mind about what you believe on any issue and teach you the fine art of: Checking your facts, not your privilege, when it comes to today's most pervasive myths,
from the wage gap to hate crimes. Standing up to the mob against today's absurd PC culture, when differences of opinion can bring relationships, professional or personal, to a
sudden end. Defending classically liberal principles such as individual rights and limited government, because freedom is impossible without them. The Progressive Woke Machine
is waging war against the last free thinkers in the world. Don't Burn This Book is the definitive account of our current political upheaval and your guide to surviving it.
Freedom, Progress, and Human Flourishing Winton Russell Bates 2021-05-12 In this book, Winton Bastes discusses the relationships between freedom, progress, and human
flourishing. Bates asserts that freedom enables individuals to flourish in different ways without colliding, fosters progress, allows for a growth of opportunities, and supports
personal development by enabling individuals to exercise self-direction.
Unbiased Investor Coreen Sol 2022-11-16 Make better financial choices, reduce money anxiety, and grow your wealth In Unbiased Investor: Reduce Financial Stress and Keep
More of Your Money, Portfolio Manager at CIBC World Markets, Coreen Sol, delivers an inspiring and illuminating roadmap to investing success. In the book, you’ll explore the
behavioral and psychological roadblocks to achieving optimal results from your portfolio and the strategies you can use to overcome them. You’ll learn to focus on basic
economic principles—rather than harmful psychological biases—to reduce financial stress and reliably grow wealth. The book also shows you how to: Recognize the decisionmaking shortcuts (heuristics) we use to navigate and understand the world around us Avoid counter-productive and ineffective risk-management strategies that decrease returns
without mitigating risk Consider your own financial goals, personal preferences, and skills in the creation of a strategy to make good financial choices, consistently A powerful
and easy-to-follow handbook for everyday investors, Unbiased Investor shows readers from all kinds of background the foundational, straightforward behaviors and habits we
need to embrace to realize financial security.
What Causes War? Greg Cashman 2013-07-29 Now in a thoroughly revised and updated edition, this classic text presents a comprehensive survey of the many alternative

theories that attempt to explain the causes of interstate war. For each theory, Greg Cashman examines the arguments and counterarguments, considers the empirical evidence and
counterevidence generated by social-science research, looks at historical applications of the theory, and discusses the theory’s implications for restraining international violence.
Among the questions he explores are: Are humans aggressive by nature? Do individual differences among leaders matter? How might poor decision making procedures lead to
war? Why do leaders engage in seemingly risky and irrational policies that end in war? Why do states with internal conflicts seem to become entangled in wars with their
neighbors? What roles do nationalism and ethnicity play in international conflict? What kinds of countries are most likely to become involved in war? Why have certain pairs of
countries been particularly war-prone over the centuries? Can strong states deter war? Can we find any patterns in the way that war breaks out? How do balances of power or
changes in balances of power make war more likely? Do social scientists currently have an answer to the question of what causes war? Cashman examines theories of war at the
individual, substate, nation-state, dyadic, and international systems level of analysis. Written in a clear and accessible style, this interdisciplinary text will be essential reading for
all students of international relations.
Summary Of "Thinking, Fast And Slow - By Daniel Kahneman" Sapiens Editorial 2017-10-06 DESCRIPTION OF THE ORIGINAL BOOK. Thinking, fast and slow is a book in
which we ?re presented with a synthesis of studies carried out by the author, Daniel Kahneman. Daniel won a Economics Nobel Prize award. The main topic of the book is the way
humans think, which influences our daily lives. The work presents the dichotomy between two ways of thinking, which the author calls 'systems'. The first system is fast, instinctive
and emotional, the second one is slow, more rational and logical. Each of these entails cognitive and behavioural characteristics. From a highly original and logical hypothesis, a
vision is presented which shapes the routine of decision-making that people make in their daily lives. This book is recommended for professionals in the psychology field. As well
as for anyone interested in knowing themselves better and the processes involved in their decisions, with the means to acquire tools which allow them to reach the path leading to
their happiness.
Echoes of the Mind Richard Kelly 2018-11-14 To Finnan and Cormac This is a short history of everything I wanted to tell you and would have if I had the time and opportunity. I
have already enjoyed the delight of starting the conversation with each of you, but the truth is, these thoughts can be more complete by writing them. And you can revisit them if
you choose. They were and are really stories, and I wish more of them were about what we will have shared over the next twenty years. But now is now, and that is where we are at
the moment. To end this phase of our conversation in your young lives and to foreshadow our future discussions, I suggest that what you can profitably watch for is the
complicated lesson that cooperation is the successful long term strategy in the competition of life.
Increasing Wholeness Rabbi Elie Kaplan Spitz 2015-03-02 Combines Jewish tradition, contemporary sciences and world spiritual writings with practical contemplative exercises.
Will help you balance and integrate mind, body, heart and spirit, reach out to the Divine, and be more fully present and effective in your life.
The Deep Learning AI Playbook Carlos Perez
Learning to Play Aske Plaat 2020-12-23 In this textbook the author takes as inspiration recent breakthroughs in game playing to explain how and why deep reinforcement
learning works. In particular he shows why two-person games of tactics and strategy fascinate scientists, programmers, and game enthusiasts and unite them in a common goal: to
create artificial intelligence (AI). After an introduction to the core concepts, environment, and communities of intelligence and games, the book is organized into chapters on
reinforcement learning, heuristic planning, adaptive sampling, function approximation, and self-play. The author takes a hands-on approach throughout, with Python code
examples and exercises that help the reader understand how AI learns to play. He also supports the main text with detailed pointers to online machine learning frameworks,
technical details for AlphaGo, notes on how to play and program Go and chess, and a comprehensive bibliography. The content is class-tested and suitable for advanced
undergraduate and graduate courses on artificial intelligence and games. It's also appropriate for self-study by professionals engaged with applications of machine learning and
with games development. Finally it's valuable for any reader engaged with the philosophical implications of artificial and general intelligence, games represent a modern Turing
test of the power and limitations of AI.
Developing Thinking and Understanding in Young Children Sue Robson 2019-09-10 The third edition of this essential book presents a comprehensive and accessible overview of
contemporary theory and research about young children’s developing thinking and understanding. Sue Robson’s detailed exploration of the ideas and theories is enlivened by
transcripts of children’s activities and conversations taken from practice and contemporary research, helping readers to make links between theory, research and practice. This
new edition brings together up-to-date research into neuroscience and digital learning, combining theory with discussions for best practice. Each chapter also includes ideas for
further reading and suggested activities. Key chapters explore the following: Theories of cognitive development The social, emotional and cultural contexts of children’s thinking
Developments in brain science and young children The central roles of play and language in young children’s developing thinking Children’s conceptual development; visual
thinking and thinking in music This book is crucial reading for all those interested in how young children develop through their thoughts and actions, including students of Early
Years studies, teachers and early years practitioners.
Make More Money Brian Tracy 2018-10-09 From the best-selling expert on personal and professional success, Make More Money reveals Brian Tracy's deep understanding of
the self-made millionaires of our world and how to become one. In this book, he shares his knowhow so you too can learn how to achieve more than you ever dreamed possible.
Make More Money uses examples and provides hints and habits for readers who want to succeed. An eye opener Who becomes wealthy? Habits of millionaires and billionaires
How to develop new habits How rich people think More ways rich people think Earning more money The seven basics of business success The seven habits of high profit
businesses The seven habits for personal success
Thinking, Fast and Slow Pivotal Points Pivotal Point Papers 2013-12 Thinking, Fast And Slow Pivotal Points is your aide to rapid comprehension of the essential business
principles delineated in Daniel Kahneman's acclaimed book Thinking, Fast And Slow. Kahneman introduces two systems of thinking. The first allows you to think rapidly and draw
automatic conclusions without putting forth much mental effort. The second system requires a high level of mental effort and helps you analyze complex ideas and equations. When
thinking of yourself, you will identify characteristics of System 2, which includes your beliefs, how you make decisions, and what you think and do. System 1 is comprised of your
initial impressions, reactions, and emotions toward an idea, person, or event. Use this helpful paper to understand the essence of Thinking, Fast And Slow, including: Attention
and Effort, How Judgments Happen and Risk Policies As with all books in the Pivotal Point Papers Series, this book is intended to be purchased alongside the reviewed title,
Thinking, Fast And Slow. Thinking Fast & Slow, Thinking Fast and Slow, Thinking Fast and Slow kindle, Thinking Fast and Slow summary, Daniel Kahneman, Thinking Fast and
Slow Daniel Kahneman
Pivot - Earned, Purposeful, Designed Surprises in Training Bruce Bullock 2013-02-01 "Pivot" is a proven process for trainers to convert participants into followers.
Summary and Analysis of Thinking, Fast and Slow Worth Books 2017-01-24 So much to read, so little time? This brief overview of Thinking, Fast and Slow tells you what you
need to know—before or after you read Daniel Kahneman’s book. Crafted and edited with care, Worth Books set the standard for quality and give you the tools you need to be a
well-informed reader. This short summary of Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman includes: Historical context Part-by-part summaries Detailed timeline of key events
Important quotes Fascinating trivia Glossary of terms Supporting material to enhance your understanding of the source work About Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel
Kahneman: Nobel Prize–winning psychologist Daniel Kahneman explores the mysteries of intuition, judgment, bias, and logic in the international bestseller Thinking, Fast and
Slow. His award-winning book explains the different ways people think, whether they’re deciding how to invest their money or how to make friends. Kahneman’s experiments in
behavioral economics, in collaboration with cognitive psychologist Amos Tversky, led to a theory of two systems of thought: the fast thinking used when ducking a blow, and slow
thinking that’s better employed for making major life decisions. Applying these psychological concepts to different facets of our lives, Kahneman demonstrates how to better
understand your own decision-making, and the choices made by others. The summary and analysis in this ebook are intended to complement your reading experience and bring
you closer to great work of nonfiction.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Political Behavior Fathali M. Moghaddam 2017-05-03 The SAGE Encyclopedia of Political Behavior explores the intersection of psychology, political
science, sociology, and human behavior. This encyclopedia integrates theories, research, and case studies from a variety of disciplines that inform this established area of study.
Aimed at college and university students, this one-of-a-kind book covers voting patterns, interactions between groups, what makes different types of government systems appealing
to different societies, and the impact of early childhood development on political beliefs, among others. Topics explored by political psychologists are of great interest in fields
beyond either psychology or political science, with implications, for instance, within business and management. This title will be available online on SAGE Knowledge, the
ultimate social sciences library.
The Mechanics of Passion Alain Ehrenberg 2020-09-23 Cognitive neuroscience, once a specialized area of psychology and biology, has enjoyed increased worldwide legitimacy
in the last thirty years not only in psychiatry and mental health, but also in fields as diverse as education, economics, marketing, and law. How can this surge in popularity be
explained? Has the new science of human behaviour now become the barometer of our conduct and our lives, taking the place previously occupied by psychoanalysis? Rather than
asking if neuronal man will replace social man or how to surmount the opposition between the biological and the social, The Mechanics of Passions uncovers hidden relationships
between global social ideals and specialized concepts of neuroscience and cognitive science. Proposing a historical sociology situated in the dual contexts of the history of
sciences and the history of self-representation, Alain Ehrenberg describes the conditions through which cognitive neuroscience has developed and acquired a strong moral
authority in our individualistic society permeated by ideas, values, and norms of autonomy. Cognitive neuroscience offers the promise of turning personal limitations into assets by
exploring an individual's "hidden potential." The Mechanics of Passions identifies this as the echo of social ideals of autonomy, affirming that the moral authority of cognitive

neuroscience stems as much from cultural norms as from any results of scientific or medical experimentation.
IT Quality Index Zdenek Kvapil 2017-11-13 Over a long period of time we were receiving demand from different customers and stakeholders requesting our help with analyzing
actual levels of IT management practices in their companies and to provide an external, objective look at IT, compare it with other organizations and develop a management
summary of our overall findings. While this seems like a straight forward request and is covered by many consulting service providers, we struggled to develop answers to some
very simple questions which are crucial to the different management levels from CEO level to IT professionals delivering operational support to the end user. Key questions we
were requested to answer: _ How good is our IT? _ How is the quality of our IT evolving? _ How do we compare with other IT departments in similar organizations? _ How do we
align the perception of quality between the business and IT? _ Can you compare the quality and costs of our IT? There are many existing assessment approaches based on
ISO/IEC, capability models, maturity models, structured surveys as well as there being many different benchmarking approaches that provide detailed analytical outputs. These
are typically focused and targeted internally, providing largely internal benefits to a company’s IT organization, looking mostly at the presence of documentation and processes,
but none of them providing a comprehensive and straight forward answer to address the simple yet fundamental question asked by management – HOW GOOD IS OUR IT? We
believe that a simple question should have a simple answer.
Behavioral Insights for Public Policy Crystal C. Hall 2022-04-28 There has been an increasing effort to integrate behavioral insights into public policy. These insights are often
reliant on social psychological research and theory. However, in this relatively young field, policy interventions and behavioral insights are often built on laboratory-based
psychological research with effects that can prove to be unstable in the 'real world'. In this Element, the author provides a brief history of how behavioral insights have been
applied to complex policy problems. The author describes ways in which behavioral insights have been successful and where they have fallen short. In addition, the author
examines unintended negative consequences of nudges and provides a more nuanced examination of their impacts on behavior change. Finally, the author concludes with a set of
recommendations for generating more effective practical applications of psychology to the field of public policy.
Superfreakonomics Steven D. Levitt 2010
Political Philosophy Anthony C. Patton 2017-11-10
Turning Learning into Action Emma Weber 2014-03-03 Learning transfer is the missing link in training. Using conventional approaches to training, an average of just 10-20% of
learning makes it back into the workplace and contributes to better business outcomes. With the current increased emphasis on efficiency and cost-effectiveness, such a dismal
record is no longer acceptable. To improve these statistics and to make training truly valuable we must recognise that successful learning is not just about good content and well
executed programmes but about finding ways to facilitate genuine behavioural change and accountability back in the workplace. This book provides the necessary tools to enable
trainers, buyers of training and L&D professionals to do just this. It presents the new, proven TLA methodology, which acknowledges the important role of ADDIE in the
instructional design process but takes learning a step further. TLA focuses on the fact that to generate significant behavioural change, consistent, systematic follow-up after the
training event is critical.
Quicklet on Daniel Kahneman's Thinking, Fast and Slow (CliffsNotes-like Summary, Analysis, and Commentary) Adam McKibbin 2012-03-02 ABOUT THE BOOK While experts
have roundly debunked the popular notion that we feeble humans only utilize 10 percent of our brains, most of us still find ourselves secretly believing (or wishing) that there is
uncharted territory upstairs to explore. As we get older, our brains – well, I don’t want to speak for you, so I’ll say my brain – increasingly fills with useless detritus; I will thus
forget to buy a necessary item at the store, but will be able to sing along lyric-for-lyric with some old Def Leppard song during the drive home. Self-help books that promise to
unlock your secret brainpower will mostly peddle you the same old platitudes. Where to turn when you want to take a serious tour through your own thought process? Daniel
Kahneman’s Thinking, Fast and Slow hit the bulls-eye for me. While not a self-help book by any traditional definition, Kahneman’s work offers actionable insights about decisionmaking and gut reactions that did indeed help me to help myself. By breaking the brain into two separate – and sometimes competing – components (“System 1” and “System 2”),
the author helps the reader recognize some very common pratfalls. MEET THE AUTHOR Adam McKibbin's work has appeared in a wide variety of magazines and websites,
including The Nation, the Chicago Tribune, AlterNet, Paste and Punk Planet. He studied creative writing at the University of Wisconsin and received the Award for Academic
Excellence for his collected fiction. Adam lives in Los Angeles with his wife and daughter, and can be found on Twitter at @TheRedAlert. EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK In one
example, the reader is asked to picture a passenger on the New York subway reading the Times, and to guess whether the person has a PhD or didn’t go to college at all. The
common gut reaction is to pick the PhD, even though there are far fewer PhDs on the subway at a given time than passengers without college degrees. Not just taking a situation at
its face value, even statistically speaking, runs counter to how System 1 is programmed to operate. Kahneman sprinkles some academic autobiography through the book as well.
Part 2 includes a section on what he calls “the best-known and most controversial” of his experiments with Amos Tversky: a seemingly simple question about a young woman
named Linda. Linda is introduced to the crowd as a young woman who majored in philosophy and kept active with various social causes. Kahneman’s audience then had to
choose the most likely outcome for Linda. Was she a bank teller or a bank teller who was active in the feminist movement? Although the former is the smarter choice, an
overwhelming number of undergraduates chose the latter due to the associations they were making about “Linda.” Even renowned scientist Stephen Jay Gould fell into the trap...
Buy a copy to keep reading!
Asian English Language Classrooms Handoyo Puji Widodo 2017-06-14 The teaching of English in the Asian context is always challenging and dynamic because both teachers
and learners have diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds. Equally important, where English is not widely used outside the classroom, English language classrooms are an
authentic site of learner engagement. For these reasons, for all those concerned with contemporary English language teaching (ELT) in Asia, Asian English Language
Classrooms: Where Theory and Practice Meet, provides an account of theoretical orientations and practices in the teaching of English to multilingual speakers whose primary
language is not English. While covering the fundamental ELT areas (e.g., the teaching of language skills, educational literature, the use of technology in ELT, the role of
pragmatics in ELT, social psychology of the language classroom, and language classroom management) with which every language teacher and teacher trainer must be
concerned, this volume showcases how particular orientations shape ELT practices. We believe that practicing English teachers must have a heightened awareness of the theory
behind their practice. At the same time, the theoretical stance must be firmly anchored in actual classrooms. Containing newly commissioned chapters written by well-regarded
and emerging scholars, this book will appeal not only to beginning teachers or teachers in training but also to established teachers around Asia where English is used as a lingua
franca. If you are a student teacher of English or an English teacher who would like to see what other progressive teachers like you are doing across Asia, this is the book you
have been looking for.
Summary of Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman John Oswald 2021-08-08 An Easy to Understand Summary of "Thinking, Fast and Slow'' In this book, Daniel
Kahneman, an economist and psychologist, writes about the way humans make decisions and judgements in a complex world. One of the most renowned economic scholars, his
work is also commonly used in sectors such as psychology and even policy making. In Thinking, Fast and Slow, Kahneman helpfully points out the errors in thinking that people
commonly have and fall victim to. He frames them as a series of illusions in a well-organized, direct fashion. Through this work, he enables readers to better make decisions and
resist any harmful proclivities they may have. Throughout the book, he extensively details the factors that go into the unseen side of our choices. He gives heaps of statistical
information, as well as coloring this information with various vignettes, showcasing different studies done by him and other researchers who inspired or furthered his work.
Crucially, he discusses the roles of two systems in our mind, the fast and the slow brain, System 1 and System 2, respectively. These two systems often fail us, leading us to make
decisions based on our intuition rather than all the information in front of us; nevertheless, they stem from evolutionary measures meant to keep us safe, and by understanding how
these thoughts work, we can learn how to make stronger decisions. Now, why is this summary important? This summary brings you the key points and takeaways from the book!
The writer has read the original book again and again. That's why he was able to extract the important details from it. Most importantly, he has distilled those details and key
points into this easy-to-read summary for your convenience. Who is this summary for? The book is for you if: You are looking for a concise version of "Thinking, Fast and Slow''
You've read the original book before but want to revisit the important information You don't have time to go through the hundreds of pages in the original book Why is this
summary perfect for you? It was written by someone who read the original book over and over again It contains a detailed summary of the original book. It includes a concise
version of each of all the key ideas in the original book. Everything is presented in a simple and easy-to-understand manner To get a copy of this summary today, simply click on
the "Buy now with 1-click" button at the top right hand corner of this page. Disclaimer: This summary was not written by Daniel Kahneman,. Neither is it intended to replace the
original book. To buy the full original book, just search for the name of the book in the search bar of Amazon.
Irrationally Rational Viswanathan Raghunathan 2022-04-30 You and your friend each have flights to catch at 8 p.m. and your destination cities are different. You decide to share
a cab, but get caught in a rare traffic jam lasting several hours. You end up at the airport around midnight, and surely enough, both of you miss your flights. All quantifiable
consequences of missing the flights-cost of tickets cancellation, paying for a new ticket, taking a cab back to the city, overnight stay, taking a cab back to the airport next morning,
etc.-are expectedly identical for both. Now suppose the airline assistant tells you, 'Sorry, your flight left as scheduled at 8 p.m. sharp.' But your friend is told, 'Oh, how very
unfortunate. Your flight was almost four hours late and only just departed!' Who feels the greater disappointment? You or your friend? Neoclassical economics tells us that
because both individuals are assumed rational, their regret levels ought to be identical since their economic consequences are identical. Behavioural economists, however,
combine psychology with economics, and focus on how real people, with their cognitive biases, actually behave. The friend who just missed the flight does indeed experience
greater disappointment than the one who missed the flight by a margin of four hours. Does that make one or the other irrational? Irrationally Rational takes you through the

journey of such rationality-irrationality arguments, showing why economics shorn of psychology may be incomplete. It is the first book of its kind, collating the works of ten Nobel
Laureates largely responsible for the rise of behavioural economics, that makes understanding behavioural economics more fun and accessible.
Design Recommendations for Intelligent Tutoring Systems: Volume 8 - Data Visualization Anne Sinatra 2020-12-30 This book on data visualization is the eighth in a planned
series of books that examine key topics (e.g., learner modeling, instructional strategies, authoring, domain modeling, assessment, team tutoring, self-improving systems, data
visualization, and competency based scenario design) in intelligent tutoring system (ITS) design. This book focuses on data visualization and how it is applied in ITSs. The
chapters within this book specifically examine topics in relationship to the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) (Sottilare, Brawner, Goldberg & Holden, 2012;
Sottilare, Brawner, Sinatra, & Johnston, 2017). GIFT is an open-source, domain-independent, modular, service-oriented architecture for ITSs. The design of GIFT allows for
reusability, reduction in authoring time, and reducing the skill level needed to create an ITS. GIFT provides functionality to create ITSs, distribute ITSs to learners through the
Cloud, conduct research to evaluate ITSs, and to examine instructional outcomes. Data visualization is an important topic for ITSs, as there are many different users of the systems
(including learners, instructors, researchers, subject matter experts). The data that is collected by the ITS can be organized and displayed in a number of different ways. The
current book includes a general discussion of how data visualizations can be applied in ITSs, as well as detailed specific examples of existing implementations, and technical
details related to incorporating data visualization in ITSs. We believe this book can be used as a design tool for data visualization interfaces in ITSs.
Summary of Thinking, Fast and Slow Ninja Reads 2019-10-21 *PLEASE NOTE: This concise summary is unofficial and is not authorized, approved, licensed, or endorsed by the
original book's publisher or author.*Short on time? Or maybe you've already read the book, but need a refresh on the most important takeaways. In a quick, easy listen, you can
take the main principles from Thinking, Fast and Slow!In the 2011 bestseller Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman, an economist and psychologist, writes about the way
humans make decisions and judgements in a complex world. One of the most renowned economic scholars, his work is also commonly used in sectors such as psychology and even
policy making. In Thinking, Fast and Slow, Kahneman helpfully points out the errors in thinking that people commonly have and fall victim to. He frames them as a series of
illusions in a well-organized, direct fashion. Through this work, he enables readers to better make decisions and resist any harmful proclivities they may have.Throughout the
book, he extensively details the factors that go into the unseen side of our choices. He gives heaps of statistical information, as well as coloring this information with various
vignettes, showcasing different studies done by him and other researchers who inspired or furthered his work. Crucially, he discusses the roles of two systems in our mind, the fast
and the slow brain, System 1 and System 2, respectively. These two systems often fail us, leading us to make decisions based on our intuition rather than all the information in front
of us; nevertheless, they stem from evolutionary measures meant to keep us safe, and by understanding how these thoughts work, we can learn how to make stronger decisions.
The Turning Point for the Teaching Profession Field Rickards 2020-11-29 A revolution is happening in education, with leaders and teachers now asked to focus on learning, to
develop collaborative teams to impact on students, to use and raise professional standards, and to identify and esteem expertise in our profession. With new demands relating to
technological advances, changing demographics, internationalism, and the inclusion of ‘twenty-first-century skills,’ there is pressure on schools to deliver greater and deeper
success with more students. The Turning Point aims to present the factors needed to affect real change for school systems, in classrooms, and in the teaching profession by:
Arguing for the establishment of teaching as a true 'profession' alongside areas such as medicine or law. Identifying the expertise fundamental to the meeting demands of schools.
Elaborating on evaluative thinking and clinical practice as the basis of this new profession. Outlining core levers of change to show how teachers can have profound impacts on
educational, medical, and social dimensions of students. This book is essential reading for teachers, school leaders, education policymakers, teacher candidates, and teacher
educators. Those working in affiliated professions, such as adolescent psychologists and health workers, will also find aspects of the book relevant to their work.
Thinking, Fast and Slow Daniel Kahneman 2011-10-25 A psychologist draws on years of research to introduce his "machinery of the mind" model on human decision making to
reveal the faults and capabilities of intuitive versus logical thinking.
Entrepreneurial Negotiation Samuel Dinnar 2018-08-16 The great majority of startups fail, and most entrepreneurs who have succeeded have had to bounce back from serious
mistakes. Entrepreneurs fumble key interactions because they don’t know how to handle the negotiation challenges that almost always arise. They mistakenly believe that deals
are about money when they are much more complicated than that. This book presents entrepreneurship as a series of interactions between founders, partners, potential partners,
investors and others at various stages of the entrepreneurial process - from seed to exit. There are plenty of authors offering ‘tips’ on how to succeed as an entrepreneur, but no
one else scrutinizes the negotiation mistakes that successful entrepreneurs talk about with the authors. As Dinnar and Susskind show, learning to handle emotions, manage
uncertainty, cope with technical complexity and build long-term relationships are equally or even more important. This book spotlights eight big mistakes that entrepreneurs often
make and shows how most can be prevented with some forethought. It includes interviews with high-profile entrepreneurs about their own mistakes. It also covers gender biases,
cultural challenges, and when to employ agents to negotiate on your behalf. Aspiring and experienced entrepreneurs should pay attention to the negotiation errors that even the
most successful entrepreneurs commonly make.
Risk Science Terje Aven 2021-09-13 Risk science is becoming increasingly important as businesses, policymakers and public sector leaders are tasked with decision-making and
investment using varying levels of knowledge and information. Risk Science: An Introduction explores the theory and practice of risk science, providing concepts and tools for
understanding and acting under conditions of uncertainty. The chapters in this work cover the fundamental concepts, principles, approaches, methods and models for how to
understand, assess, communicate, manage and govern risk. These topics are presented and examined in a way which details how they relate, for example, how to characterize and
communicate risk with particular emphasis on reflecting uncertainties; how to distinguish risk perception and professional risk judgments; how to assess risk and guide decisionmakers, especially for cases involving large uncertainties and value differences; and how to integrate risk assessment with resilience-based strategies. The text provides a variety
of examples and case studies that relate to highly visible and relevant issues facing risk academics, practitioners and non-risk leaders who must make risk-related decisions.
Presenting both the foundational and most recent advancements in the subject matter, this work particularly suits students of risk science courses at college and university level.
The book also provides broader key reading for students and scholars in other domains, including business, engineering and public health.
Artificial Intelligence and Economic Theory: Skynet in the Market Tshilidzi Marwala 2017-09-18 This book theoretically and practically updates major economic ideas such as
demand and supply, rational choice and expectations, bounded rationality, behavioral economics, information asymmetry, pricing, efficient market hypothesis, game theory,
mechanism design, portfolio theory, causality and financial engineering in the age of significant advances in man-machine systems. The advent of artificial intelligence has
changed many disciplines such as engineering, social science and economics. Artificial intelligence is a computational technique which is inspired by natural intelligence concepts
such as the swarming of birds, the working of the brain and the pathfinding of the ants. Artificial Intelligence and Economic Theory: Skynet in the Market analyses the impact of
artificial intelligence on economic theories, a subject that has not been studied. It also introduces new economic theories and these are rational counterfactuals and rational
opportunity costs. These ideas are applied to diverse areas such as modelling of the stock market, credit scoring, HIV and interstate conflict. Artificial intelligence ideas used in
this book include neural networks, particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms. It, furthermore, explores ideas in causality including
Granger as well as the Pearl causality models.
Daniel Kahneman's Thinking, Fast and Slow Jacqueline Allan 2018-02-21 Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman offers a general audience access to over six decades of
insight and expertise from a Nobel Laureate in an accessible and interesting way. Kahneman’s work focuses largely on the problem of how we think, and warns of the dangers of
trusting to intuition – which springs from “fast” but broad and emotional thinking – rather than engaging in the slower, harder, but surer thinking that stems from logical,
deliberate decision-making. Written in a lively style that engages readers in the experiments for which Kahneman won the Nobel, Thinking, Fast and Slow’s real triumph is to
force us to think about our own thinking.
The Point of View of the Universe Katarzyna de Lazari-Radek 2014-05-23 What does the idea of taking 'the point of view of the universe' tell us about ethics? The great nineteenthcentury utilitarian Henry Sidgwick used this metaphor to present what he took to be a self-evident moral truth: the good of one individual is of no more importance than the good
of any other. Ethical judgments, he held, are objective truths that we can know by reason. The ethical axioms he took to be self-evident provide a foundation for utilitarianism. He
supplements this foundation with an argument that nothing except states of consciousness have ultimate value, which led him to hold that pleasure is the only thing that is
intrinsically good. Are these claims defensible? Katarzyna de Lazari-Radek and Peter Singer test them against a variety of views held by contemporary writers in ethics, and
conclude that they are. This book is therefore a defence of objectivism in ethics, and of hedonistic utilitarianism. The authors also explore, and in most cases support, Sidgwick's
views on many other key questions in ethics: how to justify an ethical theory, the significance of an evolutionary explanation of our moral judgments, the choice between
preference-utilitarianism and hedonistic utilitarianism, the conflict between self-interest and universal benevolence, whether something that it would be wrong to do openly can be
right if kept secret, how demanding utilitarianism is, whether we should discount the future, or favor those who are worse off, the moral status of animals, and what is an optimum
population.
Ins Glück stolpern Daniel Todd Gilbert 2006 Von einem, der auszog, das GlückK zu suchen. Mit dieser Kurzformel könnte man unsere irdische Existenz treffend auf den Punkt
bringen. Aber was heißt Glück? Was macht uns glücklich? Wir alle haben unsere Vorstellungen vom Glück. Wenn ich nur mehr Geld, bessere Gesundheit, ein großes Haus, einen
grüneren Rasen mit Nachbars Kirschen hätte. Ja, dann wäre ich glücklich. So einfach, wie uns das zahlreiche innere oder äußere Ratgeber weismachen wollen, ist es aber nicht,
sagt Harvard-Psychologe Daniel Gilbert und nimmt uns mit auf eine Erkenntnisreise durch das Labyrinth der menschlichen Psyche. Dabei lernen wir, wie wenig wir uns letztlich
auf unsere Gedanken, Emotionen, auf unsere kognitiven Fähigkeiten und somit auf die Möglichkeit verlassen können, unser Glück zu planen. Wenn alles gut geht, stolpern wir

darüber.Seite für Seite entlarvt Gilbert den schimärenhaften Charakter unserer Vorstellungen und Eindrücke. So einleuchtend ist Gilberts Präsentation, dass wir uns mit dem
Autor entspannt zurücklehnen können und das Lesen zu einem intellektuellen Genuss wird. Ins Glück stolpern stellt eine traumhafte Synthese aus spektakulärem Fachwissen dar,
geboten in bestem Unterhaltungsstil auf der Grundlage einer humorvoll-menschenfreundlichen Grundstimmung.Geniale Verbindung von neuesten psychologischen Erkenntnissen
und humorvoll-menschenfreundlicher, praktischer Lebensweisheit.
Practical Decision Making in Health Care Ethics Raymond J. Devettere 2016-05-20 This is a new edition of a classic textbook in health care ethics, one that offers an alternative
to the principle-based approach from Beauchamp and Childress (Principles of Biomedical Ethics, now in its seventh edition from OUP) and traditional Catholic approaches of
Ashley and O'Rourke. In the early chapters Devettere spells out the meaning of ethics and the importance of prudential reasoning in seeking the good life. The rest of the book
deals with issues and cases, including determinations of life and death, reproduction and research and genetics, and the distribution of health care. In this fourth edition Devettere
updates all chapters and adds new cases and new sections on the following: neuroscience, social psychology, overriding advance directives, studies on the fetus, the palliative care
movement, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, pharmacists and reproductive issues, prenatal life and abortion, neonatal testing and mandatory vaccinations, the US governments'
STD research in Guatemala, the emergence of biobanks, facial transplantations, genetic testing, legal issues around the Affordable Care Act, and more. This is an accessible and
comprehensive textbook covering all aspects of the field.
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